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INTRODUCTION

ALTHOUGH phonetic methods are now so widely used in

connexion with the teaching of modern European lan-

guages, yet hitherto very little has been done in the way
of applying these methods to the study of languages of

the Chinese type.
1 It is with a view to initiation of these

methods that the present reader has been prepared.

The following hints regarding the use of this book may
be found useful.

The first thing a person has to do when he wishes to

acquire the correct pronunciation of a foreign language is

to learn to pronounce the individual sounds. For this

purpose a good teacher is essential. The best results are

achieved by imitation of the sounds pronounced by the

teacher aided by a study ofphonetic theory (that is to say a

study of the positions of the organs of speech in forming
the correct sounds) and the practice of suitable exercises.

1

See, however, an article on Cantonese, Phonetics by 0. Seers in

the M'litre Phom'tifjm-, Jan.-Feb., 1908. Also for the Mandarin

language Notes sur la J^ronondation de la Langue Mandarine by
R. Ch. Guernier, published by the International Phonetic Associa-

tion, 1912 (obtainable from D. Jones, University College, London,
W.C., price Is.). A Mandarin Phonetic text by 0. Seers appeared
in the M'iifr> Phonetique, Nov. Dec., 1908. Japanese lias IHHMI

treated by the methods of modern phonetics in the EttJ< *itr la

Langue Japonaise pnrlte Toy K. It. Kd wards (Teubner, Leipzig).
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I am hoping to supplement this reader shortly by a short

treatise on Cantonese pronunciation in which the requisite

phonetic theory will be found, and in which methods will

be indicated for acquiring the difficult sounds. When the

student is able to pronounce tolerably well the isolated

Cantonese sounds (a list of which is given on pp. xi-xiv) he

is in a position to start reading phonetic texts.

It is hardly necessary to point out that phonetic texts

should always be read aloud. Students should read care-

fully the remarks on pp. ix-xvi before beginning to study

the texts.

The International Phonetic system of transcription is

used in this book, as in the other books of this series of

readers. This system is now almost universally used for

the teaching of French and other European languages,
1

and the success with which it has been attended is ample

justification for its introduction to a language to which it

is as yet almost new.

It should, however, be pointed out that the application

of International Phonetic script to Chinese is still in its

trial stage, and that it may be possible in the future to

effect improvements in the transcription. In particular I

1 There are in existence several hundred books in which the

International Phonetic symbols are employed. These books include

ten dictionaries and numerous grammars and school text books for

the study of various languages, besides treatises on pronunciation.

A list of about two hundred of the more important works is given

in a booklet entitled The. 7V/>/o'/>/Y.s t,f tin I nit rnntionul I'lioiif fit-

Association (price G^.). See also Tin Mrnn* <,f h-niti'my in rhmnfu-n

m-iiilnUc. for Moth ra Iji u<iit<j<> Ti <},:< by L. H. Althaus (published

by the International Phonetic Association, pi-ice !()</.). where it is

stated (p. 6) that "of twenty-three (Knglish) universities ;ind col-

leges in which French phonetics is taught twenty-two use the

in of the International IMionet ie Associat ion." The system is

also verv widely used in schools. (The above pamphlets may be

obtained from 1). .lones. I'nivcrsity College, London, W.C.)
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would mention that the mode of representing the plos'm-

consonants here adopted (viz., p
c

, t', ts', k' for the aspirated

sounds, and p, t, ts, k for the unaspirated) has been

deeided upon only after much thought and considerable

hesitation. The alternative plan of writing p, t, ts, k for

the aspirated sounds and b, d, dz, g for the unaspirated is

in many respects more convenient, especially for English

readers.

The fact which finally led me to decide on the present

system of representing these sounds is that in some lan-

guages of the Chinese type (cjj. Burmese) the fully
" voiced

"

b, d, g exist in addition to the aspirated and unaspirated

p, t, k. There is no alternative but to write p', t', k' for

the aspirated sounds in such languages. That being so, it

seems preferable for the sake of uniformity to adopt the

same system in writing Cantonese. Readers must, how.

ever, bear in mind continually that the Cantonese aspirated

p', t\ k' are identical with the ordinary (Southern) English

p, t, k, and that it is the unaspirated sounds which are

difficult for most English people.
1

Another detail which may be open to criticism is the

representation of the sounds here given as ts', ts. The two

elements of these compound sounds are so closely connected

1

Every teacher of French pronunciation is familiar with this fact.

French p, t, k are unaspirated and are rarely pronounced correctly

by English people without considerable practice.

It is worth}' of note that Ihe same difficulty with regard to the

phonetic representation of the plosive consonants occurs in the case

of Danish. Frk. H. Forchhammer in her excellent book How to

fffini Danish (published by Gyldendal, Copenhagen), which is in-

tended for English readers, has adopted p, t, k for the aspirated
sounds and b, d, g for the unaspirated. In the French edition of

the same work (Le danoi* parh', published by (irons, Heidelberg)
slu- lias, however, been obliged to represent the aspirated sounds by

ph, th, kh and the unaspirated by p, t, k.
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that the groups may practically be regarded as simple sounds

and might if desired be represented by single symbols (e.g.

to', to, or, if the alternative mode of representing the other

plosive consonants be abopted, to, d,). Again, if they are

treated as compound sounds, should they be written ts', ts

or tf', tj?
1 The actual sounds appear to vary between

these alternative values.

Again, the syllables here written si, ts'i, tsi (with the

convention mentioned at the bottom of p. xii) might also

be written sz, ts'z, tsz
;
the syllables here written ji, jy, wu

might equally well be written simply i, y, u (see p. xii).

In spite of the possibilities of improvement in regard to

the above points, the reader may rest assured that the

system as it stands gives excellent results in practice, as

my collaborator Mr. Kwing Tong Woo is able to testify.

The texts in colloquial style were specially written by
Mr. Woo. The transcriptions were made by me from Mr.

Woo's dictation. Mr. Woo speaks typical good Cantonese,

and his pronunciation may be relied on as an excellent

standard. Moreover, the transcription of every word has

been repeatedly checked, and in no case has the transcrip-

tion of a word been finally settled until the word has been

pronounced by me to Mr. Woo's satisfaction.

The literal translations have been prepared with great

care. Mr. Woo has an exceptionally good knowledge of

English, and we have checked together the translation of

every word.

The rhythm which is such a characteristic feature of

Chinese pronunciation is indicated throughout this book.

In the texts accompanied by musical notes it is shown by
tin- length values of the notes (crotchets, quavers, etc.) ; in

1

J is th(i English sound of */<
; 3 is the medial consonant in

ini*n,-< . tj, dg are the initial sounds of chin, joy.
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the other texts Ihe lengthened syllables are given in thick

tvpe aiul tlie very short, syllables in italics.

A \vonl as to the tones may be useful here. The IK-

sity for acquiring the exact values of the tones cannot be

urged too strongly. Cantonese pronounced with wrong
tones is absolutely mectni/ngless, and differs in this respect

from Mandarin where it appears that is is possible to

make oneself understood without troubling much about

the tones.

The plan here adopted of giving long connected texts

with musical notation throughout is, I believe, new, but I

consider this arrangement to be one of the greatest utility.

The continual presence of the musical notes helps the

beginner to remember and acquire the correct tones far

better than the tone marks alone can.

The tone marks used in this book indicate by their form

and position the musical value of the tones.

I cannot help feeling that the difficulty of the tones is

generally much exaggerated. Anyone who has a musical

ear can learn them in a very short time by practising the

following tune, singing it on any vowel or on one of the

consonants m, n or
I)

until it is firmly fixed in his mind :

For ladies' voices this tune might be transposed thus :

It is also useful to practise singing the tunes of the texts to

which musical notes are added (Nos. I, II and VI) without

any words. Students who are ignorant of music should go
to a singing master, preferably to one accustomed to teach

on the Tonic Sol-fa system, an.d bo taught to sing the above

tune and the tunes occurring in texts I, II and VI. (The
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tunes may of course be transposed into higher or lower

keys to suit the voice of the individual.) By setting to

work in this way to learn the tones and practise different

combinations of tones independently of ordinary speech

sounds the pronunciation of Cantonese will be found shorn

of its principal difficulty.

DANIEL JONES.

UMVKUSITY OOLLECK, LONDON.

Xovemlttr, 191'J.



EXPLANATIONS OF PHONETIC
SYMBOLS

Tm<; following is a list of the phonetic symbols used in

this book with their values.

L CONSONANTS

p
e

, t', k' As in the normal Southern English pronuncia-

tion of pin, ten, come, that is, pronounced with

distinct aspiration. (Aspiration may be described

as the insertion of a slight puff of breath, or h

sound, between the explosion of the consonant

and the beginning of the vowel.)

ts
c

The two elements of this group are so closely

connected that the group might be regarded as a

single sound. It has a distinct aspiration and

bears a certain resemblance to the English sound

of ch in chin (see preface, pp. vii, viii).

p, t, k As in French pax, to, <*, that is, pronounced
without aspiration. In other words, the voice of

the following vowel begins at the instant of the

explosion of the consonant. These consonants

strike an English ear as rather similar to b, d, g.

At the end of a word (even when followed by
another word) the sounds p, t, k are pronounced
without explosion.

Final t and k are often replaced by the "glottal

stop
"

(phonetic symbol ?), especially when the

next word begins with h, j
or w.
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ts A sound similar to ts' but pronounced without

aspiration. It is the most difficult of the Can-

tonese consonants, there being no English sound

at all like it. It resembles a sound intermediate

between the sounds of ch in chin and j in jam

(see preface, pp. vii, viii).

1, m, n As in English.

q The English sound of ng in long.

f, s, h As in English.

W Generally as in English. In the group wu

(but not in kwu) it is, however, pronounced with

considerable friction
;

this friction is continued

during the vowel u, so that it is difficult to say

whether the syllable really consists of two sounds

or one
;
the syllable might equally well be written

simply u with the convention that the vowel is in

this case accompanied by considerable friction.

j Generally the English sound of y in yet. Pro-

nounced, however, with considerable friction in

the syllables ji, jy. As in the case of wu the

friction in these syllables is continued during

the vowel, so that it is difficult to say whether

the syllables really consist of two sounds or of

one. ji, jy might equally well be written simply

i, y, with the convention that the vowels arc in

these cases accompanied by considerable friction.

n. VOWELS
i Resembles the English sound of i in it, but has the

tongue appreciably retracted towards the "mixed"

position. Before k and
I)

it becomes almost e.

Tn the syllables si, tsi, ts'i, the vowel is ar.-ompanied

I >\ considerable friction, and consequently resembles a

very fully voiced z.
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y The same with lip-rounding added. It is very

similar to the German sound of u infiinf.

\
A vowel intermediate between i and y, i.e., an i with

slight lip-rounding added.

e Occurs chiefly in the diphthong ei. This diphthong
is about the same as that heard in the Southern English

pronunciation of day. e alone is occasionally substi-

tuted for ei in unimportant words when pronounced

very short ;
otherwise e does not occur by itself. 1

E The sound of French e in meme. The nearest

English equivalent is the sound of a in man.

OB The sound of French eu in neuf.

a The sound of French a in patte, sometimes in Can-

tonese somewhat obscured and tending towards the

sound of u in much. In Cantonese the sound a only

occurs in particles.

a Similar to the sound of a in calm. It may be long

(as in
N

sa:m "three") or short (as in
v

som "heart").

Similar to the sound of o in not.

Occurs chiefly in the diphthong on. This diphthong
is much the same as that heard in the Southern English

pronunciation of go. o alone is occasionally substituted

for ou in unimportant words when pronounced very
short ;

otherwise o does not occur by itself. 1

U Similar to the English sound of u in put. Before k
and q it tends towards o.

1 It is difficult to avoid a certain amount of inconsistencj'' in the

reduction of the diphthongs 61 and OU in unimportant words, such

as -toil ("reach") (sometimes reduced to ~to), ,1161 ("you")

(frequently reduced to
,116).

I have endeavoured to give the shorter

forms only where they would undoubtedly be used in normal

pronunciation.
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9 The sound of a in along. This vowel is sometimes

substituted for other vowels in unimportant words :

thus, _sap
' one

'

sometimes becomes _sap or _S8 (e.g.

in text VII, sentence 20), the particles -tse, ~lo some-

times become ~tsa, ~la (e.g., in text II, sentence 38).

The following sounds occur in English words ouoted in

the texts :

se The vowel in man.

The sound of th in thin.

III. DIPHTHONGS

The following diphthongs occur in Cantonese.

Diphthongs ending in i : ei, tti (short), a:i (long), oi, ui.

Diphthongs ending in u : iu, U, au (short), a:u (long), ou.

Diphthong ending in y : oey.

IV. TONES

Average musical value

(men's voices;.

or

or EE

_ Gth Tone

Suggested name.

"PI*?!
1

falling

(with variant

uppermost level).

upper rising.

upper level.

lower falling.

lower rising.

lo\u-r Iru'l.

Alternative 1st Tone, in fin.-il \\onls (set
1

below).
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The above signs ;ui<l names indicate llie musical eharae

ler of tlie tones.

Of the two forms of the 1st Tone the level :

EE^^ is by

far the eoininoner. Tli(3 falling ^^=J . J is, however, the

norma* form at the end of a group, or when a word with

the 1st Tone is pronounced by itself. In some cases the

level jjSJjjlrr] appears to be necessary at the end of a group

instead of the falling ^jErjiS In these cases the mark
~~

is substituted for the mark \

The two forms of the 4th Tone may be used indifferently.

The level &^-^-\ is the easier for Europeans and is there-

fore recommended. At the end of a group it is perhaps

safer to use the falling
:^3^EH

j}^

In final particles the tone is often slightly lower than

the normal
;

thus final ~la might be pronounced on the

uote 13
[7 EiiE] instead of B$ ^^^J

The tones may be transposed into a higher or lower key

to suit the voice of tie individual student, but their

relative values should remain constant. For ladies' voices

(average) they should be transposed 8 or 9 notes higher

(see preface, p. ix).

V. -LENGTH

: indicates that the vowel represented by the preceding

symbol is long. iV> is only necessary to mark this in the

case of the vowels a and i
;
in other cases words cannot he

distinguished by the presence or absence of length.

It is useful to note that i is generally rather long when

followed by n, and oe is generally rather long when folio wi-d
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Vowels not followed by a consonant in the same word

are usually long, though they may become short if the

word is unimportant.
In words ending in p, t or k the vowels are extremely

short.

VI. RHYTHM

The rhythm is indicated in the texts accompanied by
musical notes by the length values of the notes (crotchets,

quavers, etc.) ;
in the other texts the lengthened syllables

are shown in thick type and the very short syllables in

italics.
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xviii CANTONESE NAMES OF THE TONES

It will be observed (1) that the Cantonese names of the

1st, 3rd, 4th and 6th tones do not indicate the musical

values of these tones, (2) that Cantonese has no names to

describe the tones of words ending in p, t or k and having

the 2nd or 3rd tone (e.y., 'jat 'sun,'
1 -kwok 'country'),

(3) that the so-called _jap ('entering') tones are not really

special tones at all, their musical values being identical

with those of the tones known as _soeg p'irj
and -hcrhcey

respectively. The differences between words falling under

the classes _scer)j)'ir)
and _soer)_jap, or _hcrhoey and _ha_jap,

are differences of articulation, not of musical tone.

1 The combination of 2nd tone with final p, t or k occurs only in

colloquial speech. In formal speech "JQt would become _jdt.



TABLK OF CANTONESE VOVVKLS
AND CONSONANTS

Tin-: Cantonese vowels and consonants maybe arranged

in a table according to their mode of formation as follows :

CONSONANTS.



SCRIPT FORMS OF PHONETIC
SYMBOLS

r\
n>

I 4,

The 1st, 2nd and 3rd tone-marks may be conveniently

written above, and the 4th, 5th and 6th tone-marks below,

the vowels of the words to which they belong. The

aspiration-marks may be written above the consonants to

which they belong.

SPECIMEN OF CANTONESE
PHONETIC WRITING

FIRST EIGHT SENTENCES OF TEXT V, PACE 59.

/nil

/ / - ,/
/mo Jia /Kwn

./

MM /nd/nl

/
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ABBREVIATIONS

IN THE LITERAL TRANSLATIONS

p. denotes an untranslatable particle,

interrog.-p.
= interrogative particle.

(= . .
.)

means 'the preceding word is equivalent

to . . .'

(2
=

. .
.)

means 'the two preceding words arc to

iM'tlier equivalent to ..."

(3
=

. .
.) means 'the three preceding words are to-

gether equivalent to . . .'
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A

CANTONESE PHONETIC BEADEB

A. COLLOQUIAL TEXTS

I. INVITE REVERED PROFESSOR TEACH CHINESE

LANGUAGE

1. I wish invite piece revered professor teach Chinese

language. Humble friend Chan Mr., recommended me

come first born (2
=

sir) here.

2. Pray sit pray sit
;
I very pleased pleased exhaust me

of ability teach you.

3. I not able linger stay here provincial city (2
= Can-

ton) any length-of-time, not exceeding few pieces months
;

of therefore (2
= therefore) desirable able each ceremonious

worship (2
= week) require good few pieces labour lessons.

I. ARRANGING FOR LESSONS IN CHINESE

1. I am looking for someone to give me lessons in

Chinese, and my friend Mr. Chan recommended me to come

to you.

2. Please take a seat ; I shall be very happy to do \\hat

T can for you.

3. I shall not be able to stay more than a tV\v months in

Canton, so I should like to have several lessons a \vrek.

2



CANTONESE PHONETIC KEADEli

A. COLLOQUIAL TEXTS

3=5:

I. 'ts'e^lou'sj-kaiirt'oq'wa.

-pai,jau vts'an"kwan,

-tsii^rjoje'sin'sairpsy.

2. 'ts'iij/ts'o'ts'irj/ts'o; t
:

-kaiu nei.

3. ^o'pat^naij-tanjau'hai'saig^seij'kei'noi,
v

pat-kwo'kei-
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4. You wish specially study literary style, or else specially

study spoken language.

5. I not more wish learn spoken language. I already

already able speak more less, as you of know, but is I wish

speak able ten degrees (2
=

quite) well, can sufficient

understand clearly person word-denoting-plurality address

me of speak those language.

6. You will come (2
= in the future) then know, that

fashion not is easy p. Europe continent men speaking

Chinese language speaking can truly properly well p.,

not rather many pieces, but only is (3
= but) you excel

word-denoting-perfect-tense having piece good ear, probably

case (2
= probably) you can become solitary solitary not

many (4
= exceptions) of one, even within expectation

within p.

4. Do you wish to study more especially the written or

the spoken language ?

5. I only want to study the spoken language. I can

speak a little already as you see, but I should like to learn

to speak really well, and understand everything that people

say to me.

6. You will find that a difficult matter. Very t'-\\

Europeans ever succeed in speaking Chinese really well.

But you seem to have a good car, and I see no reason why

you should not become one of the exceptions.
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51zp*
1

4. ^ei'scerftsyn-hok^maiUei, jik-waik'tsyn-hok'koq'wa.

^o'pat-kwo'sceq-hok'kog'wa. ^o jrkirj/wui'korfto'siu,

ist"~TK~^A-
jy^ei'so'tsi, v

wai-si
/qo

/

soeg
/

kog
v

tak_sap
y

fan
/

hou,

^naq-kau^iq-paikjan-tei-toey^o'so'kog'ti'wa.

6. ^e'tsoeg^loi-tsau'tsi, 'ko.joeq vm_hai_ji-ke.

--jSl =r^._J_-g==gz^E
rjjt^^g^r^r=^-^g r^

v

au
x

tsaujanlioq x
t

e

oq'wa, 'koq'tak'tsan-tsirj'hou-kE,

x
wai.tuk_si nei-siq'tsojau-tsekTiouji,
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7. I prepared conveniently (2
= am prepared) diligent

strength do labour husband (2
= man's work = hard work),

expect expect will come (2
= in the future) have some

progressing step. Example like (2
= By the way) require

how much school-fee gold interrog.-p.

8. Following you please please, much little either not

care.

9. To-morrow day begin head (2
=

start) possible not

possible interrog.-p.

10. Do possible, 1 very pleased pleased to-morrow day

begin head (2
=

start).

11. You wisli we buy, which one volume book interrog.-p.

12. If indeed you are beginning learn, you ought ought

buy 'Man of Beginning.' You should know, beginning

study Middle (= Middle Kingdom = China) literature, not

is easy p.

7. Well, I am quite prepared to work hard, and I hope

I may make good progress. By the way, what are your

terms for lessons ?

8. You can pay me what you like.

9. Can we begin to-morrow ?

10. Yes, I shall be very happy to begin tomorrow.

11. What book had I better get?

12. If you are a beginner, you had better get the Yan

Chi Clio. Of course you must exjx-ct to find it rather hard

\\ork at first.
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7. ijo_jy-pin xk'an_lik-tsou'kug
v

fu,
v

hei-k'ei
N

tsoeg v
loi

jau
v

ti-tsoen-pou. -p'eijy-jiu'ke'to'sau'kam'ns.

v

to'siu
v

tu
v
in

v

k'cBy.

=33

9. "t'irj-jat'hei'sau'tak^m'tak-a.

10. _tsou
v

tak, ^o'hou'herfunTiq-jat'hei'sau.

1>.

__Ei8lB2^ EE^gEE3!E^gj
11. ^lei'sooij^jD^aii,

x

pin
v

jat-pou"sy-a.

1 2. jy'kwo^ei-hafts'o'hok, ^lei'jig'konnaijan
v

tsi"ts
c

o.

^ i?*Ef EE*T:

nei
v

soey
v

tsi,
x

ts'o-hok
v

tsur) N
inan, m-hai-ji'ke,
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II. NUMBER ONE LESSON

1. Learn speak Chinese language, no thing difficult can

than learning mouth pronunciation p.

2. No mistake, that matter I already word-denoting-

perfect tense know reach (2 = know) p., I spend word-

denoting-perfect-tense good many time interval imitate

other word-denoting-plurality talk language ;
but only is

(3
= but) time time (2

= time after time) was not hitting-

the-mark use p.

3. Merely be imitating other word-denoting-plurality

making pronunciation is not yet enough p. You ought

ought treat as one science such to learn it.

4. Other-person word-denoting-plurality told me hear, I

ought ought most first learn pho ne tics.

5. Just is p., me of (2
= my) opinion thinking (2

=

opinion) exactly is so explained. You ought ought take

each one piece sound what manner obtained come p.,

IT. THE FIRST LESSON

1. The greatest difficulty in spoken Chinese is the

pronunciation.

2. Yes, I have found that out already, and I have spent

a great deal of time trying to imitate the pronunciation of

Chinese words
;
and my efforts are often unsuccessful.

3. Imitation is not enough. You ought to study the

pronunciation scientifically.

4. I have been told that I ought to study some ele-

mentary phonetics.

that is what I mean. You should study the

formation of the various sounds individually and then
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II. _tai
v

jat-fo.

1. -hok'kor^t'orj'wa, ^ouje^nam'tak-kwo-hok'hau

2. ^ou-ts'o, Tso^ou^ojrkirftsiHou-lo,

liou'to^i-hau'kanjan.tei'koij'wa ; ^wai

3. -tsiq-hai'kanjan-tei^t'iu'jam-hai^m^ts'ag-kau'ks,

4. jan-tei-wa^o't'Ei), /gD^jiq
v

koi-tsi
v

sm-hok <<-fo
v

n_tik."

5. -tsau-hartss. .go-ke -ji -sj 'tsik-hai'kam'kaii.

In very careful speech ~ko. 2 In careful speech
v

tsi.
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successive steps analyse open (2
=

analyse) it, then after

put together then, forming becoming (2
= forming) words

sentences. Extra beyond you ought ought learn pronounce

/>>/>;/ seung hui yap (literally : level, ascending, departing,

entering) four tones,
1 learn -reach (2

=
learn) 3 =

truly

thorough through.

G. What thing called is ping seung hui yap four tones

interrog.-p.

7. You one certainly (2
=

certainly) know reach (2
=

know), cadi one piece word, has one fixed not changeable
of tone, either level, or ascending, or departing, or entering

surely.

8. Indeed come such manner p. (5
= That's it, is it'?),

I present moment understand you say what thing p. One

straight reach reach present moment (6
=

hitherto), I only
am following after others such manner pronounce tones.

You say I pronounce tones pronounce can correctly not

correctly interrog.-p.

learn to combine them properly so as to form words and

sentences. In addition to this it is of the utmost im-

portance that you should pronounce the ' (ones' correctly.

6. What do you mean by the ' tones

7. Oh, you must have noticed that every word lias

a special tone of voice assigned to it which never

varies,

8. Oh, now I understand what you mean. I have learnt

the tones by imitation. Do you not think 1 ha\e learnt

1o pronounce them pretty accurately?

' A ( 'liinr^r dors not say .-ini|ly the 'tours' luit alua\s drlinrs

tlirni liy t hrir < Miiiir-r names.
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_tsuk-tou-ts'aik
v

hoi k'cey, jm-hau-ts'ai^inai^k'cey,

-K v

seer) -hcey_jap -si "sir), -hok-tou'tsan'ka'fo-fau-ts'it.

-V-

7. ^nei'jat-sat'tsi-tou, ^ui'jat-ko-tsi, jau
v

jat_tig
-

v

pat-jik-ke~sirj, _wak\p
e

irj, -wak-^soerj, _wak2
-hoey

>j~i

= ^- ^ - *

_wak2
_jap"la.

8. jynJoi'kom'joerj'kE, ^o'k

K

JE-lo.
v

jat-tsik-tsj-tou
v

ka-tson, ^ijo'tu-hai'kan-tsy

jan'kam'joeq^t'iu'jam. ^ei-wa^o^t'iu'jcun^t'iu'

-tsrj
:

\rn-tsrj
3 "n.

1 In careful speech "mat. 2 The -Wttk would be -WOlk if pro-

nounced by itself. 3 In very earoful speech ~tsirj.
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9. You of tones even reckoned fairly correct, compared
with number two (2

= other) of foreign country man,

better better much. But only is (3
= but) yet not can

ten degrees (2
=

quite) correct. Like as that piece ^oeq

word, you say can much resembling 'seer) word such. Those

two pieces words, greatly have distinction difference p.

10. I not see can have what thing distinction difference.

11. I again say through one time, clearly clearly

thoroughly thoroughly for you hear.
,scer), 'soer).

12. I present moment hear reach (2
=

hear) have little

little so much not similar place, however is (2
=

but) I not

describe illustrate can out is what thing p.

13. I slowly slowly explain for you hear, ^ceg word

that piece tone, is so many tones of amongst, most difficult

9. Your tones are certainly more correct than those

of most foreigners, but they are not all quite accurate. For

instance, the word ^oeq which you used just now sounded

like
'seer).

These are two totally different words.

10. I do not hear any difference.

11. I will pronounce them very distinctly :
,scerj, 'seen.

1 2. I hear a slight difference now, but I am not quite
sure what it is,

13. T will explain it to you later on. The tone of
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9. ^erti'jom'tu-syn'kei-tser), 'pertsi-tai-jVti-ijoi
-

-kwokjan, 'hou'hou'to.
x
wai-tuk-si

v

tu
x
m v

tak_sap-

v

fan-tsi).
v

tsikjy'ko-ko

'soerj-tsi'kam. 'ko^oeq-ko-tsi, -taiijau'fan-pit-ke.

10. ?p ^m-kin'takjau'mit
1

je'fan-pit.

11.
x r)o-tsoi

v

r|ap-kwD
v

jat-t
e

oq, 'ts'irfts'irj'ts'o'tsVpei

SE=gHB3- -rr-=!g3=qmj H ^ i i ^ ;

ijj^ I

^oeg, 'seer).

12. ^o'ka-tsan't'Eg'toujau'tit'tit-kam'to^m^t'uq-ts'y

/

tsuq_hai /qo xmjigjuq
v

tak
>

ts
e

oet-hai
v

mi(t)
2
JE v

lai.

13. ^rjO-mam'main'kaii'pe 7
ne

v

t
c

q. ^cerj-tsj'ko-ko'jam,

1 Or 'ke, 2 In careful speech "mat.
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pronounce p. ; nothing like (2
= it will he hetter) I \\oid

denoting-plurality most first learn those ones easy more of

necessarily p.

14. Provincial city (2
= Canton) speech all together has

how many pieces tones interrog.-p.

15. If indeed is according new of good method to divide

classify various tones, then all together arc six pieces

tones.

16. How explain you say according new of good method

to divide classify various tones interrog.-p.

17. Because because according Middle Kingdom ('2
=

Chinese) ancient old out-of-date method to divide classify

various tones, is not possible clear thorough p. If indeed

wish learn pronounce various tones, pronounce capable ten

degrees (2 = quite) proper, I word-denoting-plurality be

necessarily employ new of good method to divide classify

various tones.

is the most difficult of all the tones
;
and I think we had

better begin by studying the easier ones.

14. How many different tones are there in Cantonese ?

15. There are six different tones if we adopt a scientific

classification.

16. Why do you say "if we adopt a scientific classili

cation
"

1

17. Because the traditional Chinese classification is not

satisfactory. For the purpose of learning to pronounce

the tones we must classify them in this ne\v \\a\ .
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-hai-kam
N

to
v

jam'tsi
v

tsug, -tsi nain t'iu-ke
;

'patjy^o-tei-tsi'sin-hok'ko^i-ji'ti-ke'pa-b.

14. 'sa:ijj3g'wa'tsug-kugjau'kei
v

to-ko
v

sig-a.

1 r>. jy'kwo-hai-tsiu'son-kE-sin-fatJai'fan-pit-kok'sig,

-tscui'tsur) -kurj jau-luk-ko'sii).

-kok
v

sii]"n.

1 7. jan-wai-tsiu'tsurj-kwok'kwu^ou-kau-fat^ai'fan

-pit-kok'sir), -hai^m'tak'ts'hj'tsVke.

jy'kwo'soeg-hok^iu-kok'sig, x
t

c

iu
v

tak_sap
v

fan-tser),

^a-tei-si'pit-juij'san-kE-siirfatJai'fan-pit-kok'sig.
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18. Originally come such manner p. (an idiomatic ex-

pression equivalent to ' I see
'

).

19. I present moment say in-order-that you understand,

various tones of new names
;
later lower with various tones

of old names, together with order arrangement, tell in-

order-that you hear. Those six pieces tones then are

these six pieces words of tones : 'fan'fon-fan^an^an-fan.
1

These six pieces tones of new names then are : upper

falling tone, upper rising tone, upper level tone, lower

falling tone, lower rising tone, lower level tone. You can

after me so say out come not can interrog.-p.
v

fon'fan-fan-

18. I see.

19. I will tell you the scientific names of the tones, and

later on I will give you the names and numbers according

to the traditional Chinese system. The six tones are heard

in these six words : "fan'fan~fon
x
fon,foil-fan.

1 The scien-

tific names of the tones are these : upper falling, upper

rising, upper level, lower falling, lower rising and lower

level. Can you say these words as I say them 1 'fon'fon-

-fan^fan^an-fan.

1 These six words have the following meanings (among numerous

others) :

'fan, divide, marriage, twilight.

'fan, powder.

-fan, sleep, manure, teach.

xfon, burn, grave.

,fon, courageous, angry.

-fan, duty.
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IS. jyn s loi'kam'jcei)'k.

c=^0f=i N sgg=^=^==$ j fc_ j ri-^^^-==^=f^M^E^==^^. Jgir*brjggzr

19. ^o'ka-tson-wa'pei^nei'tsi, -kok
v

jam-k
x

san'mr) ;

L'mEg, jy.k'ap-ts'y-tscey,

'kog 'pe ne 't'sg. 'ko.luk-ko \jam-tsau_harti-luk

-ko.tsj-ke'jam : "fan'fan-fan^fai^fan-fan.
N

ti-luk-ko-

'jam-ke
v

san'mi)-tsau_hai : -scerj-lok'sig, -soeg^

j^p'ig^siq, -ha-lok"siq, -ha^ceg'sig, -ha^'ir^'sii).

N

fan 'fan-fan fan
,
fan-fan.

1
p'ilj is the only suitable word to describe 'level.' The Chinese,

however, use this word to express the 1st tone, which should be
described scientifically as 'falling 'and for which the term _lok is

suggested above. (See also pp. xvii, xviii.) The result is neces-

sarily confusing, and it is to be hoped that the Chinese authorities

will take an early opportunity of inventing suitable equivalents
for these Kuropean technical terms.

r.\vr. u. C
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20.
v

fon'fon-fan fan fan-fan.

21. Yet not to-be-reckoned be bad p. Number 1

number 2 number 3 number 6, those four pieces tones are

correct
; altogether is (2

=
but) number 4 number 5 two

tones are not able correct. You understand clearly tones

music not understand clearly interrog.-p.

22. I many years having come, have already studied

tones music (2
=

music), treating as play amusement

material.

23. Ah, not wondered possible p., therefore because (2
=

therefore) you pronounce so many pieces tones, pronounce

possible so properly. Being so be such fashion, I believe

possible pass number four number five two tones, to you no

20. 'fon'fon-fan fan fan-fan.

21. Yes, that is not at all bad. The 1st, 2nd, 3rd and

6th were right, but the 4th and 5th were wrong. Are you
musical 1

22. Yes, I have for many years taken up music as a

hobby.

23. Ah, that accounts for your attaining such a good

pronunciation of most of the tones. Then I think you will

have no difficulty in learning to pronounce the 4th and 5th
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20.
x

fon 'fan-fan fan fan -fan.

21.
v

tu
xm-syn_haijai a. -tai

v

jat_tai-ji_tai
x

saim_tai -

.luk'ko-si-ko"jam_tse-tseg ;

'

m -

vmir)_pa:k-a.

vts'ar)

v

kiq_hDk
v

jam_qok,

tog -tsok v
wa:n'sa'liu.

fl__^
23.

va, v
m-kwa:i

v

tak-lo, 'soj^nei^t'iu-kam'to-ko jam,

^gtB

*s ^-*=^-J ^-=f=^
v
t'iu tak-kam-tsij. -keijin_hai'kamjoeg,

--
^ ^-^*< N [w ^^

-kwo-tai-si-tai ,g ^oeg "jam,
v

jy/
nei

x
mou

xna:n~k&

c 2
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difficulty p. Number four piece tone, ought ought

compared number six piece tone, lower one degree note,

and compared with number three piece tone, lower two

degrees notes. I present moment employ number three

number six number four those three pieces tones, according

order arrangement say out you hear : ~fan_fan
x
fon those

three pieces tones, you then know reach (2
= know) same

be English country musical melody "Three blind mice,"

those three pieces words of tones one fashion.

24. Originally come so interesting p. Let me try

some to say those three pieces tones : ~faii-fan
x
fan.

'2o. No mistake p. Number four piece tone this one

time correct p.

tones correctly. The 4th tone should be one musical note

lower than the 6th and two musical notes lower than the

3rd. I will pronounce the 3rd, 6th, and 4th tones in

succession : "fon-fon
v
fan. When I say that, you can hear

the notes of your English tune " Three blind mice."

24. How very interesting. Let me try to say these

tones. -fan_fan fan.

25. That is quite right. The 1th tone was quite

correct that time.
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_tai-si-ko jam,
v

jirj

v

koi'pei_tai-luk-ko jam,

'tarjat-tou'tsi, _jau'pei
v

tsi_tai
x

sa:m-ko jam,

-sei^ko'saim-ko jam, -tsiu-ts'i-tscey'gap'ts'cet^ne't'Er):

-fan-fan
vfan; 'ko'saim-ko jam, nei_tsau

v

tsi-tou -

v

tsik_hai
v

jirj-kwok_qok'p'ou "0ri: blaind mais,"

'ko'saim-ko-tsj-kE'jam'jat-joeq.

'2
A

. JynJoi-kam-ts'oey'kE. 'tag^o-si^a^lai'nap'

----K__ . N
|

.

v

saim -ko
~

jam : -fan -fan f.an.

'o-io. -tai-srko
v

jam
x

ti
v

jat-t'on-tscek-lo.

1 Or -si.
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26. Teach me pronounce number five piece tone p.
1

27. First sing English country A notation of tone, after-

wards sing English country B[? of tone. Let me cause

these two pieces tones struck down piece piano there.

28.
x
fon.

29. Be so correct p.

30. Not ought (2
=

please) you cause what remain those

few pieces tones of notes, tell for me how. Let me at house

untranslatable-word (2
= home) learn practise some.

31. This one volume book number ten four page, be all

there p. p.

32. Not ought p.

26. Will you teach me how to learn the 5th tone 1

27. Sing the note A immediately followed by the note

B[7. I will play the two notes on the piano.

28. ;fan,

29. That is correct.

30. Will you tell me the musical notes of the other

tones, so that I can practise them at home by myself 1

31. You will find them all given in this book on

page xiv.

32. Thank you.

1 ~la is the final particle used in sentences containing a request.
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26. -ka:

27.
v

sin-ts'oeq
v

jig-kwok
v

ei_tsj-kE-tiu, -hairts'cerfjii)

-kwok
v

pi
v

fl8et-k_tiu. 'tag ijo'tsoeg'ti^loeg-kD-tiu'ta

lH
28. ,fan.

PEEEE^E

29. -hai'kam'ijaim-lo,

30. m'koie'

wa 'pel ^o
v

tsi. 'tag ^o 'hai "uk'hei _hok_tsap ^a.

31. 'ti
v

jat-pou
v

sy_tai-sap-si
v

p
e

in,
'

32. m'koi-a.
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33. This moment afraid even suitable time interval, stop

stop labour lesson p. p.

34. Is p., this moment fourth hour half clock p.

Number two time I ought ought beforehand prepare p.

what thing interrog.-p.

35. You nothing like reading some pho ne tic text

p. p.

36. I fear I not understand clearly p. ; you say is not

is interrog.-p. I so long yet not read word-denoting-

perfect-tense pho ne tic text p., those of pho ne tic

symbols shape, look at so difficult so appearance. Well

not well let me use that-other one volume book, inside

within those of Chinese words, are used ordinary ordinary

English language spelling words written out come p. I

find able easy good much p.

33. Now I suppose it is time to stop our lesson to-day.

34. Yes, it is past half past four. What preparation

shall I do for next time "?

35. You had better try and read a little of this phonetic

text.

36. Do you think I shall be able to
1

? I have never

tried to read a phonetic text before, and the phonetic

symbols look so difficult. Can I not use this other book in

which the Chinese is written by iitcuns of ordinary Kiurlisli

spelling? It seems much easier.
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33. "ka-tsan-p'a'tu-hap^si-hau, xt'iq'tsi
v

kur)-fo-la-po.

i ^^^=^^^J3==*---^*-.
34. _hai-a,

N

ka_tsan-si'tim-pun
v

tsiu)-lo.

35. ^erpatjyJtuk'ti-fcTiiE-tik^man'pa la.

m -js- ji-
tes

~^~ ~ ^* ^~~

36 ijo ~p'fl iio ni
vinirj_pciik IE

5 /
nei_wo.-hQi

v
ni_h.(ii~a.

^
'ko'ti-fo'nE-tik-ts^'jceg, 't'aijai-kam vna:n'kam'jceq.

'sy, _noi
v

tsuij'ko
-

^i=i=s:

v

ti
vt'oq_tsj, -hai_ji

v

ts'oet.lai-k.

1 In careful speech
v

inat.
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37. Looked at appear easy, altogether are (2 = the fact

remains = but 1

)
those pronunciation not able correct p.

Later one two days, you will know can pho ne tic of signs ;

then know reach its reality is extreme state easily read,

also easily used p.

38. Being case being such, I will listen you so say.

Please p. please p. (4
=

Good-bye).

39. Please p. (2
= Good-bye), next day according this

day such of time interval again see p.

37. It may look easier, but it does not represent the

pronunciation so accurately. In a day or two you will be

quite accustomed to the scientific phonetic script, and you
will see that in reality it is extremely easy to read and use.

38. Very well
;
I will take your advice. Good-morning.

39. Good-morning. I hope to see you to-morrow at the

same hour.

1 The usual expression for but.
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.'57. 't'oi.la^ts'j-ji, 'tsuij_hai
v

trjam x
m v

tak-tser) HE.

^tsTjat^lcerj-jat, ^ei-tsau'sik'tak-fo'ne-tik'ti-tsj. ;

V V

_tsau
v

tsrtou k'ei-sat-haLkik'tsi _j i_tuk,
v

kim_j i _j urj-ke .

38. -keijin-hai'kam,

'ts'irj-tsa'ts'iiptsa.
1

39. 'ts'irptsa,
1

't'ig-jat-tsiu'kam-jat'kam-ke^si-hau

-tsoi"kin~a.

1 Or -tss.
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III. NUMBER Two EXERCISK

1 . Teacher. Si Mit (Cantonese rendering of ' Smith '

)

previously born (2
=

Mr.), is which place interrog.-p. This

moment ought ought start beginning of time interval p.

2. Mr. Broivn. He almost-immediately arrives p.

3. Teacher. That piece not is he
1

?
1 I word-denoting-

plurality just right (2
= just on the point of) wish not

wait you p.

4. Mr. Smith. Truly not good intention thought (5
= 1

have not made a good impression ;
the ordinary way of

saying
' I beg your pardon

'

),
revered professor. I miss

word-denoting-past-tense electric car, necessary whole way
walk come.

5. T. Yet better than altogether not come p. I word-

denoting-plurality this period this-very instant start begin-

ning p. You have brought books come not interrog.-p.

6. B. Have affirmative-p.

III. THE SECOND LESSON

1. Teacher. Where is Mr. Smith? It is? time to begin.

2. Mr. Brown. He is just coming.

3. Teacher. Here he is. We were just going to begin

without you.

4. Mr. Smith. I beg your pardon. I missed my train

and had to walk all the way.

5. T. Better late than never. We will begin at once.

lla\f v<m got your books .'

G. B. Yes.

1 The use of the second tone on
*k*C0y implies interrogation.
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III. _tai_ji-fo.

1, Teacher. -s^mitVm'sar), 'hurpin-tfy-a.
v

ka_tsan
v

jiij-

2. Mr. Brown. ^Vey.tsairtou-lo.

'. Teacher. 'ko-ko
xm_hai'k'oey.

1. Mr. Smith. 'tsan
xmlioirji~si, Jou'sj.

^at-lou ha: lai.

6. . Jaira.

1 Or
x
lai or Jei.
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7. T. I word-denoting-plurality most first use, last one

time do word-denoting-past-tense that part again revise.

Most good is I first read one short passage, you follow after

end read, imitating me of pronunciation. Po Long (Can-

tonese rendering of ' Brown
') previously born, you use this

one passage book, loud voice read out for give me hear,

then after use Chinese language talk out p.

8. B. That matter I fear I one certainly do not accom-

plish. Preceding day I word-denoting-plurality because

because had business transaction, necessarily went street

(2
= went out), therefore because (2

=
therefore) not pre-

pare ready could some much work lesson.

9. T. Not urgent important (3
= it does not matter).

Not convenient you number two time prepare ready p. p.

10. B. Good p. I word-denoting-plurality of business

transaction, preceding day already passed done finished p.,

from after (2
= hereafter) can that use entirely time

interval, to learn Chinese language p.

7. T. We will begin by revising what we did last time.

The best way will be for me to read a short passage aloud,

and then you can read the same passage after me, trying to

copy my pronunciation. Now, Mr. Brown, will you read

this passage aloud, and then I will ask you to tell me

in Chinese what it is about.

8. B. I expect that will be beyond me. We WLMV

unfortunately called away on business yesterday and were

consequently unable to do much in the way of preparation.

9. T. Oh, I am sorry you were not able to do your pre-

paration. Will you be able to do it before the next lesson?

10. B. Oh, yes. The business was finished yesterday

and \vr shall now be able to devote all our time to the

study of Chinese.
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7. T. jyjJe-tsisin,
'

\vari. -tsihvu-h

Jiok^oYi "jam. -poulorj'sin'sag,

_ta:i
v

seij_tuk
v

ts'nit
x
ls 1/pei/r|o

N

t
c

6i),

"tscetlai.

8. B. 'ko-kii^

"kuij-fo.

9. 7'. ^w'kan'jiu.

10. B. 'hou la. ^jo.-tei'tLsrkon, _tsok_jatji
v

kir)-tsou-

Jyrrla, -tsi-hauhaji-j u i]_tscenxsi_hau, \eJiok^t'ogVa~la.

1 Or
v
lai or Joi.
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11. T. So do can p. Inasmuch-as fact you not prepare

ready any, I what give ask already that some labour lesson,

not like (2
= there is nothing like) this one time, not from

piece volume book read out p.. only thus talk discuss some,

of large like (2
= general) things of things p. p. Si Mit

(Cantonese rendering of 'Smith') first-born (2
=

Mr.),

you this morning early do word-denoting-past-tense what

thing p., not proper (2
=

please) you use Chinese language

talk I word-denoting-plurality hear.

12. S. I this morning went public hall (2
= Courts;

there hear try cases p.

13. T. Was interrog.-p., you went which one building

court door interrog.-p

14. S. I went great court hearing trials.

15. T. You have heard receive which any extraordinary

wonderful of cases pieces have not interrog.-p.

16. B. Have p., have good several piece out extra-

ordinary of case piece.

11. T. That's all right. Well, as you have not been able

to learn what I gave you last time, I think we had better

leave the reading alone to-day and have some general

conversation. Mr. Smith, will you tell us in Chinese how

you spent the morning
(

\

12. S. 1 have been in the Law Courts this morning

listening to the cases.

13. T. Oh, which court did you go to
1

?

14. S. I went to the Supreme Court.

15. T. Did you hear any interesting rases.

16. S. Yes, there were several interesting cases.
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11. T. 'kanrtsoutak-la,. -keijin/
nei

/mou_jy-pei"tou,

^jo'so'kaiu-taii-lok'&o^kurj-fo, 'patjy'tfjatrt'og, m'harkd-

-pou
v

sy_tuk
v

ts
c

cet
xlai, .tsau'kam'koijJcen^ia, ^Ltaii't'uij

-

_matrkeje'pa~la. _*fmit
x

wn"sa:g, /ie'kam'tsiu'tsou-tsou-

12. S.

13. 2\

14. iS'.

1 5. 7 r

.

16. S. jaifa, jau'hou'kci.kin'ts'cet^k'erke'on'kin.

M. n.
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17. T. Court door within place persons many not many
interrog.-p.

18. S. Yes p., supreme court in place sat reach (2
=

sat) full people p.

19. T. If indeed you wish learn speak Chinese language,

speak can flowing pretty, no thing good can than ascend

public-office door (2
= court) listen trials p.

20. S. That matter indeed is true p. I believe can

past (3 = think), use such of method son
(
=

little), I can

that (2
=

can) learn reach good many Chinese language.

21. T. Po Long (Cantonese rendering of 'Brown') pre-

viously born (2
=

Mr.), you go word-denoting-past-tense

public hall not interrog.-p.

22. B. I good of-long-duration from before (2 =
pre-

viously), go word-denoting-past-tense one occasion, but only

is (3
=

but) I that time not understand can several much

Chinese language, therefore because (2
=

therefore) alto-

gether not understand clear those some person what talk

of thing.

17. 1\ Were there many people in court?

18. S. Yes, the Court was quite full.

19. T. If you want to learn to speak Chinese fluently

it is a very useful thing to go into Court, and listen to the

cases.

20. S. Yes it certainly is. I think I shall be able to

learn a good deal of Chinese in that way.

21. T. Have you ever been to the Law Courts, Mr.

Brown 1

22. B. Yes, I went once a long time ago, but it was

before I knew much Chinese, and I couldn't understand at

all what the people were talking about.
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17. T. jja'nmnjoey^'aujan'to^n'to-a.

18. S. Jiara,
1

-tairkoUoey^t'au^s

19. T. jykwo^ei'sceijJiok'kog^t'oijVa, 'korfto&

20. A^'. 'ko_tou-tou_srtsan~a.

nt'tsi, ^olioJLhok'tou'hou'to^t'orjVa.

21. T.
-

22. E. ^a'hou-iioiji^ts'in, -hcBy-^^'a^-t'og, x
wai_tuk_si-

ij./toij^si^m'hiu'tak'kei'to^t'og'wa, 'soj'i'tsug^

Jan'so'koij-ksj'e.

1 a would also be possible here.

D 2
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23. T. That fashion (2=1 suppose) you this moment

not feel can such fashion p.

24. B. Yes p., fear
(
= I suppose) is such yet not certain

p. I let day (3
= let me one day) yet go some, see word-

denoting-past-tense use such means small, can with learn

reach more less Chinese language learn not reach.

25. T. You this morning go word-denoting-past-tense

what place word-denoting-past-tense interrog.-p.

26. B. I go one porcelain articles shop buy some por-

celain article things.

27. T. You see reach have what things you suitable idea

(2
= like, verb) of have not interrog.-p.

28. B. I see word-denoting-past-tense good many good

things, but only is (3
= but) I not buy can rather many,

because because sort sort (2
= every sort) things yet are

so dear p.

29. T. Really properly good porcelain articles, are time

time (2
= always) yet dear of p. So you fear

(
= I suppose)

altogether (untranslatable) (untranslatable) (3
= alto-

gether) not buy word-denoting-past-tense interrog.-p.

23. T. I expect you would find it very different now.

24. B. Yes, I suppose I should. I will go one day and

see if I cannot learn some Chinese in that way.

25 T. Where did you go this morning ?

26. B. I went into a china shop to buy some china.

27. T. Oh. Did you see anything you liked ?

28. B. Yes, I saw plenty of things I wanted, but I was

not able to get much because everything was so expensive.

29. T. Yes, really good china is always expensive. Then

<lil you go away without buying anything?
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23. T. -ko'ju-ij n<-rk<i t8an
v
m~kin

x
tak

/
kara

/

joerj~lo.

'24. n. _hai"lji, -p'u_hni'kam^a..mei'tiij~la. ^'peLjat'tu

-hoeyjia, 't'ar^i^_/?t;/'k(inrtVt:t
/

tsi, liDjLhok'tou'to'siu

t'og'waJiok^m'tou.

IT). T.
(
ne

xkamx

tsiu~hoey-kwo
v

pin~8yx
l61"a.

2G. B.

^7. T.

28. B. ^o'kin'tou'hou'to'houje,

"tak'kerto, "jan-waLjoeg-jcegJs'tuJiai-kdin-kwai'ks.

29. T.
x

tsan-tsir)'hou vts'j-hei,

'kam nei-p'a_ham_pa_la:r] mou^nair

1 Or lai or lei.
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30. B. Have p. I buy word-denoting-perfect-tense piece

rather beautiful of flower bottle.

31. T. Was interrog.-p. Is what fashion interrog.-p.

32. B. Is one piece appearance face ancient peculiar of

flower bottle, has some very good face colour (2 colour)

of picture painting being there of. Piece flower bottle tins

moment being my possession. You agree intention (2
-

wish) see some not agree intention interrog.-p.

33. T. Agree intention reach extremity.

34. B. Here, this piece so is p.

35. T. Oh, truly is beautiful p.

36. B. Yes, yet reckon fairly understand choose chcose.

37. S. Picture painting on those two pieces men bein ;

there do what thing interrog.-p.

30. B. Oh, no. I bought a beautiful jar

31. T. Oh. What is it like
1

?

32. B. It is a curiously shaped jar with beautifully

coloured designs on it. I have it with me here. Would

you like to see it ?

33. T. Very much.

34. B. Here it is.

35. T. Oh, that is beautiful !

36. J?. Yes, I think I chose well.

37. S. What are those two people in the picture supposed

to be doing?
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30. B. jctu~a. /?p/ma:i'tsrko'hou-lei)-&e
v

fa tscen.

31. T. _harme. Jicii'tim'joerpka.

32. B.

-/fo'fa'tsoen-

33. T.
v

tsur)-ji-fo_kik.

34. B.
xna,

v

ni-ko_tsau_hai-la.

35. T.
xa,

v

tsan_hai-leq-la.

36. B. ^hai,
v

tu-syn'kei/
wui

/

ka:n_tsa:k

37. S. -wa^t'
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38. T. Oh, is middle kingdom (2
= China) one section

ancient history, called by "playing toys pleasing parents."

This piece old man, age about nine ten, arid that piece-

is him of son, age about seven ten.

39. S. Piece son much like extreme of (2 = extremely)

alive frolicsome such fashion.

40. T. Yes p., he being his old father face front, play

that piece ball.

41. S. What explanation (2 = how) he such fashion do

style interrog.-p.

42. T. Such style clearly see can be filial righteousness

so p. That piece son fully seven ten years so old, yet

still rather similar imitate small mosquito son (3
= child)

so to play, let piece old father feel can, own self yet not is

old.

43. S. Oh, truly is thousand ages encouraging-morality

incident p.

38. T. Oh, that is an old Chinese story called "
Playing

with toys to please parents." This is a very old man, 90

years old, and this his son who is 70 years old.

39. S. The son seems to be in a very extraordinary

attitude.

40. T. Yes, he is playing about with a ball on the floor

in front of his old father.

41. S. What does he do that for 1

42. T. It is a mark of filial piety. The son, although

70 years old, is playing with a ball in order to show that

lie is still a child in comparison with his father,

43. >'. \Vliat a very pretty story.
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38. T.
va, Jirtsuij-&tt/\o

v

jat_tyn'kwu'tin, -kiirtsou

"
'hei'ts'oijy'ts'an." 'ni-^loujan, jiirrja'k'kau-sap,

ji
/

ko~koJiai
fk'cBy~k8'tsai, vnin~jcek'ts'at_8ap.

39. S. "/'tsai'hou
/ts'j_kik

v

t8i^8aig/ma:g
/

kam'j(Bg.

40. T. _licifa, ^'oey'ha^k'oey^ou.tau-inin'ts'in,

'fa: n'A'^^'k'a u .

41. S. 'tim'kcLiik'cey'kcLm'jceii)-tso\i-ait~ne.

42. T. 'kam'joeg'hin-kin'tak^Ge^-haiu-ji'kam'tse.

'ko-ko'tsai^ssij'ts'at-so-soey-kam^ou,
v

tu_tsur)liou/s
l

j-

.AoArsai'man'tsai'kamJs^fain, 'tarj^^lou.tau-kok'tak,

43. S.
va, "tsari-hai'ts'in'kw^mei^t'aim-lo.

Or lai or lei.
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44. T. Yes p., I word-denoting-plurality have good many
such of ancient history, are discuss filial righteousness of

things p., altogether together (2
=

altogether) "two ten

four filial
"

thus are p., I think this piece flower bottle, is

one set two ten four pieces of one, of rest those two ten three

pieces, fear
(
= I suppose) have of rest those two ten three

sections filial righteousness ancient events, painted on

there p.

45. B. This moment what thing time interval, you know

can not know interrog.-p.

46. T. Know can p. Now below (2
= now) three

points (2
= three o'clock) touching ten one (3

= long hand

touching eleven) interrog.-p. Yet fear
(
= I suppose) about

near is stopping lesson of time interval p.

47. B. Don't from yet (3
= stop a moment, by the way),

let me ask some you, have what volume good of middle

kingdom (2
= China) miscellaneous conversation book have

not. I not more wish learn few sentences most current

use of miscellaneous conversation only.

44. T. Yes, we have a number of stories of that kind

illustrating filial piety. There are twenty-four of them,

and I expect this jar is really one of a set of twenty-four,

and that the other twenty-three would have the other

twenty-three stories of filial piety depicted on them.

45. B. Could you tell me what the time is
l

\

46. T. Yes, it is now about five minutes to four. I

suppose it is nearly time for us to stop.

47. B. Before we go I want to ask you if you could

recommend me a book which will help me with Chinese

conversation. I want chiefly to learn the common everyday

expressions which are used in ordinary life.
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11. 7'. Jioi'fi, /#9_teJauTiou
v

to'kam-ks
/

kwii
/

tin, Jiai'koij-

-haiu-ji-ksjs-ke, 'tsuij-kurj "_ji_sap-srha:u "_tsau_haHa,

i).)'kwu
v

ni_ko
v

fa~tso3n,

v
k

c

eijy'ko_ji_sap"saim~ko,

li(t:u_jrk\vu_sj, .w

45. B. "ka-tsan'mije^sLhau, ^neiMari'

46. T.
x

tsi~tou~a. -in-ha'saira'ti

47. B. ^aLfei'tsa, 'taij^o-mar^h^nei, Jau
v

pin_pou-

'hou-ke'tsurj-kwok.tsaipVa'syja^mou. ^jo'pat'kwo'soeij-

Jiok'kerkoey-tsoey't'injJiaij-ks-tsapVa'tss.
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48. T. That matter not blame can you. Therefore be-

cause (2
=

therefore) I advise you buy this one volume

book. It from number two (2
= another) volume book,

greatly has difference distinction
;
reason being altogether

no peculiar stilted of sentence speech, all together are daily

use what necessarily require of miscellaneous conversation.

Cover within are good many words sentences, writing on

paper not use reach (2
=

use) them, but only is (3
=

but)

colloquial speaking on ten degrees (2
=

perfectly) suitable

form p. Are good many miscellaneous conversation books,

literary style on much pass able pass (3 passable), but

only is (3
= but) spoken out come well resembles very

ordinary extra (2
= extraordinary) such.

49. B. I word-denoting-plurality necessary not necessary

whole volume book learn reach able repeat interrog.-p.

50. T. Most good is learning able repeat have so much

can as much p.

48. T. You are quite right there. For that purpose I

should recommend you to get this book. It is not full of

stilted unnatural phrases like so many elementary books,

but it really gives the words and idioms which you need in

daily life. There are many expressions given there which

you would not use in writing, but which are perfectly good
in speaking. On the other hand you will find many books

full of expressions which are grammatically correct, but

sound very pedantic in ordinary conversation.

49. B. Thank you. Shall we have to learn the whole

book by heart 1

50. T. I think it would be a good thing for you to learn

as much as you can by heart
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48. T. 'ko_tou
v
m-kwa:iv

fcak
/
nei.

'jat-poiTsy. ^'cey-kug-taLjLpou'sy, _ta:ijau
v

fan_pit;
v

jan_wai-piij /raou'sa:g_r)a:g~ks~koey/jy, Vcey'jat-haLjat-

-jug'so'pit'soey-^e-tsap'wa. -nortsugjauliou'to-tsi'koey,

.j ug-to^k'oey, x
waLtuk_si

vk
l

ir) x
t

l

a:m_soeg_sa/?
v

fan-

jaw'hou'to-tsap'wa'sy, ^

19. E. ^jo-tei'sai^n'saiJiam-pou'sy-tuk-tou'sik-nim-a.

50. T. -tsi'hou-tss-tuk'sik-nimjau-kam'tD'tak-kam'tola.

1 Or Jai or Jei.

2 In very careful speech ~koin would be pronounced ~kam.
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51. B. I number two occasion read thoroughly more

less to repeat some p.

52. T. Oh, so then most good p.

53. S. Take off this some, strike together (2
= in

addition) previous occasion you prescribe that some of

besides, good not good again do more some extra

interrog.-p.

54. T. I think you do so much, yet sufficient of p.,

rather can (2
= rather) with word-denoting-passive-voice

prescribe that some, to read reach really truly well, then

good more you wish do much much, and on-the-contrary no

time interval to do.

55. S. Then so say p. (4
= let it be so), I word-denoting-

plurality ceremonious worship six, follow with one fashion

time interval, again come being p.

51. B. Well, I will try and learn a little by heart for

next time.

52. T. Yes, that will be a very good thing.

53. S. Shall we do anything else besides learning this

and doing the preparation which you gave us last time ?

54. T. I think you will find that enough. It is better

to do that really well than to attempt to do more than you
have time for.

55. S. Very well. Then we willcomr again on Saturday
at the same hour.
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51. B. ^-taLji-t'og^uk-suk'to'siuJei-nim'hai la.

52. T.
va, 'kam-tsairtsi'hoifla.

53. S. ^ts'oey'tso'nrti, 'ta^m

^tsLgoi, 'hou^m'hou-tsoi-tsou'to'ti't'im'ns.

54. T. ^o'kwi^nertsou'kom'to:,
2 N

tu~kau-A:fi-lo,

^ig'ho'tsoeq'sD-hou'ko'ti, Je^tuk-tou.jiij'tsan-suk,

.tsau
/

hou-kwo
/nei'sceg~tsou

v

to
v
to, ji-jau/nou^si-hauje'

55. S. -tsau'kam.wa'la, ^jo-teUai'parLluk,

-tsiu
v

fa:n
v

jat_joeg xsi_hau, -tsoi
v
lai'hai~la.

Or \ai or
N
lei.

a In very careful speech ~kam would be pronounced "kcim.
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50. 7'. If indeed you get leisure, then so being p.

57. S. I word-denoting plurality get leisure p.

58. T. Is so say p. (4
= let it be so). Please p.

59. S. Please p.

60. K. Please p.

56. T. Yes, if that suits you.

57. S. Yes, that will suit us quite well.

58. T. Very well. Then good-bye for to-day.

59. S. Good-bye.

60. B. Good-bye.
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56. T, jylovcniertakjKKn, -tsau'kam'hai'la.

57. S. ^o-fe'takJiaiiTa.

58. T. Jmrkam-wala.

59. S. 'ts'ig-tsa.
1

60. B. 'ts'irj-tsa.
1

Or -tse.

CANT. R.
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IV. COLLOQUIAL SENTENCES TALK CONVERSATION

1. Noble surname interrog.-p.

2. Humble surname Wong.

3. Exalted individual-name p.

4. Ping Cho.

5. Oh, no mistake p. I remember can your good elder-

brother Fuk Cho elder, before already mention of you.

6. Yes p. He asked me come see you, reason being I

was provincial city (2
= Canton).

7. You eat have night meal not interrog.-p.

8a . Not proper first p. (i.e., impolitely I have had it

first).

8&
. Not p.

IV. GENERAL COLLOQUIAL TALK

1 . What is your name (surname) 1
1

2. My name is Wong.

3. What is your name (individual name) 1

4. My individual name is Ping Clio.

5. Oh yes, I remember. Your brother Mr. Fuk Cho

spoke to me of you.

6. Yes, he asked me to come and see you as I was in

Canton.

7. Have you had your supper]
2

8a . (If he has had it) I have had it.

86
. (If not) Not yet.

1 This question is regularly asked by persons who have not been

formally introduced to each other, even if they know \vhut the

name ia.

2 This is a polite expression more or less corresponding to
' How

do you do ?
'
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IV. .tsuk'waVir^t'aim.

1. -kwai-sig-a.

2. 'siu-sig vwor).

3
v

tsyn_jtn-a.

4. j) ii)"ts'D.

5.
vci, /

mou~tsVlo. ^o-

6. _hai~a.

7. ^eLsik'

8a . mv

koi
v

sin-lo.

Or lai or lei.

E 2
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9. Good interrog.-p. p.

10. Rather fairly thankful relying. I come ask wait

some you.

11. Please sit, please sit. (You) eat tobacco not eat

interrog.-p.

12. I not eat accustomed tobacco pipe, have Lu zon

(2
= Luzon = Manila) tobacco, give one me, even not

refuse p.

13. Drink wine not drink interrog.-p.

14. Even not refuse p.

15. You are desirous at provincial city (2
= Canton),

stay good length is not is interrog.-p.

16. I fix intention stay good several pieces ceremonious

worship (2
=

weeks).

17. You one certainty not feel tired p.

9. How are you 1

10. I am fairly well relying (i.e., relying on the protection

of the ancestral spirits). I have just come round to look

you up.

1 1 . Please take a seat. May I offer you a pipe 1

12. I don't smoke a pipe, but I shouldn't mind a cigar.

13. Will you take some wine 1

14. Yes, I should very much like a glass of wine.

15. Are you likely to be staying long in Canton 1

16. I am hoping to stay here several weeks.

17. You will enjoy that very much.
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9.

10. "tu'kert'okjctii.

11. 'ts'ii^ts'o, 'ts'iy ts'o.
( /nei)_sik

v

jin v
m_sik-a.

12. ^m-sik-kwain'jin't'ur), jaidcey-sug'jin,

13. 'jam'tsaujn'jairra.

14.
v

tu
xmVoey~a.

15. ^ei-Aa-i'soeglioeg'saig^sr), .tsy'hou-noi-haijnJiai-a.

16. ^oJap'ji-tsy'hou'^e'^larpaii.

17. ne'jat-sat^m-kin-jim'ks.

1 Or lai or lei.
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18. I all-the-time previously not yet been before pro-

vincial city (2
= Canton), and I time time (2

= time after

time) always much desirous come sight-seeing sight-seeing p.

19. Provincial city (2
= Canton) is extreme degree

interesting amusing of place situation.

20. Is not is middle kingdom (2
= China) reckoned

most large of city interrog.-p.

21. Is most large of one, heard it said has near to two

hundred ten-thousands people.

22. City within you know of are what kind things, most

worthy see of interrog.-p.

23. You one certainty (2
=

certainly) ought travel some

white cloud, and five story pavilion also very interesting

interesting p.

24. I one certainty (2
=

certainly) early day seek piece

opportunity occasion, to sight-seeing sight-seeing these

these ground place.

18. Yes, I have never been to Canton before, and I have

always wanted to come here so much.

19. It is a most interesting city.

20. It is the largest city in China, isn't it 1

21. Yes, it is one of the largest. It has nearly two

million inhabitants.

22. Could you tell me what are the things most worth

seeing in the town ?

23. Well, you ought certainly not to miss seeing the

white cloud mountain, and you would also find the five-story

pagoda very interesting.

24. I will certainly take an early opportunity of going

these tiling.
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18.

'scegjs
1

'k'wairpk'wairpks.

1 9. 'sai

20.

21. _hai-tsi_ta:i
v

tsi
v

jat,

-pa:k_mamjan.

22. sir-none'tsHoau'in'tis, -tsi-kwo
/

t'ai~A
% "ns.

23. ^le'j

-sain-ts
c

cey~tsi-k5.

24. ^o'jat-sat'tsou-jat'wau'ko'keLwui,

1 Or led or lei.
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25. Yes no I word-denoting-plurality find one day, great

family (2
= botli of us) go little interrog.-p., I very pleased

pleased bring you go through round walk little.

26. You really are complete reach reach extremity (2
=

extremely), I most pleased pleased with you walk walk.

27. Ceremonious worship three (3
= Wednesday) please

come this place p., that time I all day altogether being

disengaged, so that I word-denoting-plurality can to walk

good long even can.

28. Trouble mine reach extremity (2
=

extremely), I one

certainty (2
=

certainly) come.

29. Good p., ten strokes clock please come p.

30. Please p., I not again interfere you p.

31. This day can with you become friends friends, is

fortunate fortunate reach extremity (2
=

extremely).

32. Great family also is so said p. (i.e.,
I say the same

thing).

25. Would you like to come with me one day 1 I should

be very pleased to show you round.

26. It is most kind of you. It would be a very great

pleasure to me to come with you.

27. Well, come here next Wednesday. I shall be free

all day, so that we can have a nice long outing together.

28. Thank you very much indeed. I will come with the

greatest pleasure.

29. Very well. Come at 10 o'clock.

30. All right. Well, I won't detain you any longer now.

31. I am very glad to have made your acquaintance.

32. I am sure it has been a great pleasure to me to meet

you.
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25. 'ho'fau^-teVan'jat-jat, .tairkcrhoey^cfne,

iiL)ha.

/go"tsi
/
hei

vfun
vt'ui)/ne-

27.
/lai~pa:rsa:m'ts'6r)Je

lv
ni-ts'y~la, "toiler) o

xssr)-jat
v

tu-

v

ta(k) x
haig , 'kam'j oerj^ o_te'hoj i

x
ha:g 'hou_noi

v

tu
v

tak

28. -fai
v

sam-^o_kik, ^^j

29. Tioula, .sap'tim'tsug'ts'sgjaria.

30. 'ts'ig'tse,
2

^go^m-tsoftso^eHa.

31. "kara-jat'tak^t'ug^e^sou^p'ag jau,

-to.kik.

32. _taii
vka

v

1 Or led or lei. 2 Or -tse.
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V. Go SHOP COUNTER BUY THINGS

a. MISCELLANEOUS GOODS (2
= GROCERY) SHOP AT

1. Previous born (2
=

sir), you wish buy some what

thing interrog.-p.

2. If indeed price money mutual agreeable (2
= moder-

ate), I must from you buy good many things.

3. You wish buy some what things interrog.-p.

4. I wish buy some foreign soap. You have for sale

interrog.-p.

5. I have good many for sale.

6. Not duty you (3
= will you do me the favour) take

out for me look at.

7. How much money, one dozen interrog.-p.

8. Two dollars one dozen.

9. Dear to-such-an-extent ridiculous. Not cheap more

sort interrog.-p.

V. SHOPPING

a. AT THE GROCER'S

1 . What can I show you to-day 1

2. There are several things I want, if rhey are not too

expensive.

3. What sort of things are you wanting 1

4. I want some soap. Do you sell it ?

5. Yes, I have various sorts.

6. Will you kindly show me some 1

7. How much are these a dozen 1

8. Two dollars (i.e., about four shillings) a dozen.

9. That is too expensive. Haven't you anything cheaper?
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V. -hcey-p'ou't'ai^mccijs

a. _tsa:p~fo'pou~ts'y.

1. "sin'sarj, ^ei'soer^maifti'mije'a.

2. jy'Av&'o-kc^ts'in'sceijji,

3. ,nei
/

s<Bi)/mcui
v
ti

v

miJs~a.

4. o'

6.
V
mv

koi
/
ne

v

nik
v

ts'oet
x
ls 1

/r]o
/

t
c

ai
/

ha.

7. 'kerto'ts'in,
v

jat
v

ta~a.

8. ^loeg'nian'jat'ta.

9. -kwai
v

tak_tsai.

Or lai or lei.
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10. I not cheap more sort p.

11. I number two time again come help attend-the-

niarket (2
= buy something) you.

b. BOOK STORE SHOP AT

12. Early morning, I wish seek piece small piece of

middle kingdom (2
= China) earth picture (2

= map), you
have this kind things sale have not interrog.-p.

13. Have p., have good several sort p., reckon about

require what thing price money sort interrog.-p.

14. Require piece cheap cheap little can p., reckon

about one dollar to dollar half so above near (3
= more or

less).

15. This piece p., follow convenience (2
= as you please)

put into pocket also can, require dollar half silver money.

10. No, I have nothing cheaper.

11. I am sorry, but I hope I may be able to buy some

thing here another day.

b. AT THE BOOKSELLER'S

12. Good morning. I am looking for a small map of

China. Do you keep such things 1

13. Yes, we have several. About what price did you
want to go to ?

14. Oh, I want a cheap one, not more than two or three

shillings.

15. This is a very good pocket-map. The price is three

shillings.
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10.

1 1 . ;?p_tai_ji-t'or)~tsoi/
l

"

b. 'syi'foij'p'otrts'y.

1 2. 'tsou
xsan, ^o'soeg'wan-ko-sai-^o-^tsuij-kwok.te^t'ou,

\i\jaumou~a.

13. jau~a, Jau'hou'keLjceq-pv,

14. -jiu-

puirkam.sceg'kan.

15.
v

ni-

jiu'ko'pun^gan'ts'in.

1 Or Jai or Jei.
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16. Those pieces large streets large lanes, also fear
(
=

suppose) altogether (untranslatable) (untranslatable)

(3
= altogether) are there in-place p. interrog.-p.

17. Newly published not long, just p. left press sort

only.

18. Hung at window mouth (2
= window) above side

that piece how sell iuterrog.-p.

19. That piece dear more- p., require two pieces half

(3
= two and a half dollars) silver money before can.

20. I not wish buy so dear sort, other have number two

sort have not.

21. I have piece cheap sort, not exceeding is one piece

silver money only, but is (2
=

but) only is can south side

few provinces only.

22. I think that piece not suitable, I want piece have

northern few provinces also sort, me nothing equal (3
=

there is nothing better for me) take this piece p. p.

16. Does it give all the main roads ?

17. Oh yes, it is quite up to date
;

it has only just been

published.

18. What is the price of that other one which I see in

the window over there ?

19. Oh, that is more expensive. It is five shillings.

20. That is more than I wanted to give. Have you any
others ?

21. I have a cheap one here, two shillings, but it only

contains the southern provinces.

22. No, I don't think that will do. I want one which

contains the North as well. I think I will take this one,

please.
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16. 5&3i-ta:i
v

kai_ta:i-hor),
v

tu-p'a_ham_/>a_la:r)jau-

17. "san'ts'ce^mou.noi, _tsau-tei
N

ts'cet
/

pain-&~ts5.

1 8. -k.wa'hoerj'ts'cBg'hau-Soerj-pin'ko-ko'tim-maii-a.

19. 'ka-

20.
/?7o^m

/

soeg /
ma:i~^aw~kwai

/

A;e, _tsugjau_tai_ji
v

ti-

Ja^mou.

21. jgojau-J&jf&tfkS) 'pat'kwD-harjat'ko^rjan'ts'in'tss,

^v-aLsLtsiij-hai'tak^naim-pin'kei'saiij'tse.

22.
/go

/kwu/

ko-ko
xm~ga:m, /go-jiu-kojau

v

pak
/

kei
/

saig-
x

t
e

im~ks, ^o'
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23. Good p., further have what thing help attend-the-

market (2
= buy something) not interrog.-p.

24. Have p., I wish require book provincial city (2 =

Canton) pointing south (2
= guide-book) only.

25. I have book good good (2
= very good) sort, require

one piece silver money.

26. All have those sort famous interesting of places

places, also are there in-place of p.

27. One certainty (2
=

certainly) p., various sorts also

complete complete of p.

23. Thank you. Are you wanting anything else ?

24. Yes, I want a guide to Canton.

25. I have a very good one here, price two shillings.

26. Does it give full information about all the places of

interest in the town 1

27. Oh yes, you will find everything there.

28. Very well
;
I will take that.
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23. 'hernia,

24. j<iu~a, ^ijo's

25. ijajtiu-po'hou'hovrke, -jiiTjatrko^jan'ts'in.

26. 'sojau-ko
v

timirpsir)-&_terfor), "tujau'lmiiytxy-ke-h.

27. >t.tiij"la, -;

CANT. R.
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VI. TIME INTERVALS

1. This day how many date interrog.-p.

2. I not remember can, you nothing like look at month

division sheet only p.

3. This day is fifth month third day.

4. This day ceremonious worship (2
= Sunday) what

interrog.-p.

5. This day ceremonious worship (2
= Sunday) five.

6. This moment how many hour clock interrog.-p.

7. This moment exactly happens two hours half clock.

Three hours one piece quarter. *Four hours three piece

quarters. Ten one hours at five (= fifth figure on the

face of the clock).

8. That piece clock correct not correct interrog.-p.

VI. THE TIME

1 . What is the day of the month to-day 1

2. I don't remember. You had better refer to the

calendar.

3. To-day is the third of May.

4. What day of the week is it ?

5. To-day is Friday.

6. Do you know what the time is 1

7. It is just half past two. It is a quarter past i
;

It is a quarter to five. It is five-and-twenty past eleven.

8. Does that clock keep good time 1
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VI, si.hau,

1.
v

kam_jat'kerto-hou-a.

-&-^3+- z=^-5g=?=^
=&=?.

2. ^o^m-kef tak, ^ei'pat jy't'ai^a-jyt.fan^'ai'pa la.

i^ _jyt
v

sa:m_hou.

4. 'kam.jat^ai-pai'kei-a.

6. 'ka-tsan'kerto'tim'tsurra.

:
:

-- =:===-y rs^j

7. 'ka-tsan'koq'qaim^loeq'tim-pun'tsug. "saim'tim'jat-

-ko'kwat. -si'tim'sanirko'kwat. -sap'jat'tim-tap^.

9^
8. 'ko-ko

v

tsurj'tscen x
m'tscen-a.
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9. That piece clock little little slow little.

10. You wound up watch chain not interrog.-p.

11. I not remember could wind chain.

12. You every day after noon, what stroke clock eat

night meal interrog.-p.

13. I every day after noon, six stroke clock eat night

meal.

14. Revered age interrog.-p.

15. I this year two ten p.

16. You what time birth day interrog.-p.

17. I one thousand eight hundred nine ten three year,

ten one moon ten seven day, out world p.

9. That clock is rather slow.

10. Have you wound up your watch 1

11. No, I forgot all about it.

12. At what time do you generally dine ?

13. I generally dine at six.

14. How old are you
1

?

15. I am 20 years old.

16. What was the date of your birth?

17. I was born on the 17th of November, 1893.
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9. 'ko-ko
v

tsur)-hr)
v

hr)-main ti.

10.

11.

9*-*-** H

12. ^, 'kei'tim'tsug-sik^am-fam-a.

13. ^o^iui.jat-ha^, -luk'tim'tsurj-si^maiii-fain.

14.
v

tsyn
v

kag-a.

15. ^o'kam'nin-ji-sap-la.

16.

17.

-S9 rjat-jyt_s8
lv
ts'at_ho,

v

ts'oet-sai-ke.

1 The word here given as -S8, would, if said by itself, be pro-
nounced _sap.
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VII. AT SHIP OFFICE PLACE

1. Piece ship, is not is, this night leave body go sky

port (2
=

Tientsin) interrog.-p.

2. Not is, she after day leaves great east (2 = the

province Kwong Tung, of which Canton is the capital).

3. What of clock leave body (2
=

sail) interrog.-p.

4. Morning early ten of (clock) leave body (2
=

sail).

5. I wish buy piece ship ticket going upper sea (2
=

Shanghai). How much water feet (2
=

fare) interrog.-p.

6. Each piece passenger ten eight taeis silver.

7. Boat on, are how many persons sharing guest (2
=

passenger) interrog.-p.

8. Are one thousand male guests, five hundred female

guests.

VII. AT THE STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S OFFICE

1. Does the ship sail for Tientsin to-night ?

2. No, she sails for Canton the day after to-morrow.

3. At what hour will she start ?

4. She sails at ten o'clock in the morning.

5. I want to book a passage for Shanghai. What is the

fare?

6. The charge is 18 taels 1 for each passenger.

7. How many passengers are there on the boat ?

8. There are 1000 men and 500 women.

1 = 25 dollars = about 2 10*.
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VII. _tsoi
xsyn

v

tsog-ts'y.

1. -tsesyn,
1 _hai

xm_hai,
v

tscen-a.

2.
xmJiai, ,k"cey_haiLJatrh(By

/

kwog*tui).

3. 'kei'tim'tsurfhorsan-a.

4.
v

tsiu'tsou_sap'tim'hoi
v

san.

5.

6.

7.
xsyn_soeg, jau'^to'wcd'tap'haikna,

8. au

1

By itself the first word of this group would be pronounced
tsek.
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9. Piece ship at which place interrog.-p.

10. Alongside at wharf head (2
= wharf) place. Piece

ship smoke funnel producing smoke already.

11. Piece ship what time reach possible upper sea (2
=

Shanghai) p.

12. This day contrary wind, it appears to-morrow day
before arrive possible. If indeed fair wind, ought ought
this day arrive already.

13. This one is new boat yes interrog.-p.

14. Yes, is most new sort p., most time favourable (2
=

up-to-date) of partition fixture, together with decorations

style, also altogether complete sort p.

15. Next number two voyage ship, what time depart

body p.

16. Ceremonious worship six (3
= Saturday) night depart

move p.

9. Where is the ship 1

10. She is lying alongside the wharf. The vessel is

getting up steam now.

11. When will the boat arrive at Shanghai 1

12. There is a strong wind against us to-day; I don't

think she is likely to arrive till to-morrow. If there-were a

fair wind she ought to arrive to-day.

13. It is a new boat, isn't it ?

14. Yes, it is quite new, and fitted with all modern

conveniences.

15. When does the next boat start after this 1

16. On Saturday evening.
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9.
-

10. -p'aik'haync^t'airts'y.
-

11. -tssjsynTte'sHo'tak-sceq'hoi-a.
1

12.
v

kam_jat_ga:k
v

fug, "ko'joeg
v

t
c

ig-jat~tsi~tou
N

tak.

Jy'kwo-scen'fui), 'jiij

v

koi
v

kam_jat~tou-lo.

13.
x

ti~tss(k)_hai
v

san
vsyn

x

a
/
ma.

14.
yhai, _hai~tsi

N

san~A;~la,

15. -tsoLtaLji'soey^syn, 'kei'sfhor

1 6. lai-a

1

By itself the first word of this group would be pronounced
task.
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17. I think suspect me nothing equal (3
= there is

nothing better for me) take that one p. p., write piece ship
ticket for me p.

18. Want number what class sort.

19. Want first class sort.

20. Here, price money is three ten six taels silver.

21. You much appeared said ten eight taels silver only p.

22. That price is second class seat of price money only,

first class sort require three ten six taels.

23. As so p., here, receive money p.

24. Much kindness p.

25. Please p.

26. Good walk p.

17. I think I had better go by that. Will you give me
a ticket, please 1

18. Which class?

19. First class, please.

20. Here you are. The fare is 36 taels.

21. I thought you said it was 18 taels.

22. That is second class. The first class fare is 36 taels.

23. Oh, very well. Here is the money.

24. Thank you.

25. Good morning.

26. Good morning.
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1 7. ^oNsiji /#a
x

/?ajy~ta:p'&.'>-tssk'/;a~la, 'ss'tsceg jsyrrp'iu-

18. -jiu-tai'ke'tarpka.

19. -jiu^t'au'taifks.

20.
xna, -kaj3s

cinJb^

2 1 . ^elioirfcs'y-wa.sap-pa: tloeij v
i

22. "ko'tLhaLji'taijVai^e-ka^ts'in'tss, ^au'

23. _tsau'kam~la, vna, "sau'ts'in'la.

24. _sii_wai~a.

25.

26. liou^airi-a.

1 Weak form of _sap.
2 Or

v

sa__lukloeg.
8 Or 'ts'lg'tss.
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B. LITERARY TEXTS

VIII. ABOUT-TO HAND-ROUND WINE

You not see yellow river of water heaven above come,

Run flow reach sea not again return.

You not see high hall clear mirror lamenting white hair,
1

Morning like green silk evening like snow.

5 Man life obtain desire (2
= have the opportunity) ought

utmost merriment,

Do-not let golden bottle empty under moon.

Heaven produced my material surely with use,

Thousand gold-coin dispersed completely recurring again

return.

Cook sheep kill oxen let-us make merriment,

VIII. BEFORE HANDING ROUND WINE (AT A SOCIAL

GATHERING)

Do you not see the water of the yellow river whose

source is in heaven 1

It flows towards the sea and never returns.

Do you not see how quickly we grow old 1
l

In the morning the hair is fresh as green silk, and in the

evening white as snow.

5 While man lives he ought to do his utmost to be merry
when he has the opportunity.

Do not let the golden bottle become empty under the

moon (i.e.,
the place where poets get their inspiration).

Surely heaven has made me to some purpose ;

Even if I spend a fortune, it will come back again.

Let us cook sheep, kill oxen and make merry,

1 Refers to an ancient poem on the subject of old age, in which the

expressions
x

kou
%t'orj (high hall) and

xmirj~keij (clear mirror) occur.
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B. LITERARY TEXTS

VIII. "tsoerptscen'tsau.

A Poem by Li Pak ^leLpaik)
1

Nkwarfpa-Jcinwor) ho'tsi'sceyYin_scer) xbi,

'panjau-tou'hoi'pat-fuk^vui.

"tsiujy'ts'iiysj-moujsiij'syt.

Jan
v

sag
v

tak~tsi
v

soey_ts(jen
v

fun,

_raok',<ffkam
v

tsoen
v

huij~ta
i

y_jyt.
'

t'in'sar),!]
o

xts'orpitjau_jug ,

v

ts'in
v

kam-sa:n_tsoenwain_fukwui.

1 Li Pak (who lived about A.D. 600-650) was the greatest of

Chinese poets. He did all his best work \\lien intoxicated. He
had a licence from the Emperor to enter any inn and drink wine
without paying. He was, however, self-respecting enough not to

avail himself of this privilege. This poem is always taught in

Chinese schools as a model of literary style, but the children arc

particularly warned against following the sentiments expressed
in ii.
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10 Bent-on necessarily one drink three hundred cups.

Sam master scholar,

Tan graduate
l
youth,

Pass wine you do-not stop,

With you sing one song,

1 5 Please you for me place-in-attitude-of-listening ears hear ;

" Bells drums dinners meals not worth coveting,

Only wish of-long-duration judicious-intoxication
2 not

wish sober.

Ancient come sages virtuous all silent silent,

Only were drinking persons retained their names.

10 And let us make up our minds to drink three hundred

cups of wine.

Mr. Sam,

Mr. Tan,

Keep on passing the wine.

I will sing a song to you.

15 I shall be obliged if you will give me your attention.

" Honourable (more literally : with pomp) and well-paid

(more literally : enabling you to have good dinners) offices

are not worth coveting.

Let it be our only wish to be judiciously intoxicated and

never sober.

From ancient times till now the wise and virtuous

persons have been passed over in silence.

The only persons whose names have remained to posterity

are those who drank.

1 The degree here referred to is equivalent to our B.A.

2 It is impossible to translate this word satisfactorily. It con-

notes being able to drink much without becoming thoroughly in-

toxicated ; it is used here in a good sense.
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v

pui. 10

x
samv

fu'tsi,

v

tan
v

jau
v

sar],

-tscen'tsau'kwan.mok^t'ir),

jy'kwan'kerjatVuk,

'ts'ig'kwan.wayjo'k'igjrt'ig ; 15
<<v

tsuij'kwu-tsa:n_juk
v

pat
v

tsuk-kwai,

_ta:n_jyn %ts'oeg-tscey
v

pat_jyn\sir).

TiwuJoi-sigjin'kaiLtsik-mok,

waijau'jam'tssjau^k'ei^mig.
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20 Tang prince former time feasted Ping Lok (the name of

a place, literally : level merriment),
Gallon wine ten thousand indulge merriment joke.

Host person why should fear little money,
Determine necessarily buy get with you drink.

Five colour horse,

25 Thousand gold-coin fur,

Call boy with go-out change excellent wine,

With you together dissolve ten-thousand ages sorrow."

20 Once upon a time the prince of Tang
1 feasted at Ping Lok.

Ten thousand gallons of wine were used, and the prince

encouraged merriment and jokes.

Why should you, Mr. Host, be afraid of being short of

money ?

I am determined to buy enough wine to drink with you,

For I have here a very valuable horse,

25 And a fur coat worth a thousand pounds.

Call the boy and tell him to go out and exchange these

for good wine,

I will drink away with you all the cares of a thousand

One of the ancient provinces of China.
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,t'ar) vwoij
v

sik
xsi-jm p'srjJok, 20

'tau'tsau-sapVin-tsyftm-jcek.

'tsyj'an xho^vaix
him'siu

xts'in,

-tig'soeykwu'ts'oey-tceykwan-tsoek.

"ts'in'kam^k'au, 25

'fuji'tsceg'ts'cet-wun^iiei'tsau,

CANT. R.
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IX. PROVERBS

1. Bitter mouth is good physic.

2. Family has one aged, same as one jewel.

3. Fleshy eye no pupil.

4. Hundred goods suit hundred customers.

5. Way long knows horse's strength, time long shows

man's heart.

6. Corn fears frost falling wind, man fears old time poor.

7. Much eating not poor mistaken reckoning poor.

8. Smooth club meets contact no skin (2
= without bark)

wood.

IX. PROVERBS

1. Words of reproof though unpleasant are profitable.

2. An aged person is a treasure.

3. That person is blind
(i.e.,

cannot distinguish a good

man from a bad one).

4. Every person has his own taste.

5. A long drive tests a horse's strength ; long service

reveals a man's character.

6. Man fears poverty when he is old as the growing rice

fears a cold wind at blossoming time.

7. A man cannot lose a fortune through gluttony, but

he may be ruined through a mistaken course of action.

8. Equivalent to : Diamond cut diamond.
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IX. PROVERBS

1. 'fu'hcui-sijoerj-joek.

2. "kcijairjat^lou, Jaujyjat'pou.

3. -juk^jcmynoiTtsy.

9. -paik-fortsuij-paik-haik.

5. -loujiu'tsyiia-lik, -jat'kairkinjan'sam.

6.
Nwo-p

c

a'soer)-kor)
v

fur), j

7. -

8.
'

a 2
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9. No needle not direct thread.

10. Wise man willing receive eye front injury.

11. Ox leather candle lantern painted black paint.

12. Unskilful doctor kills man without using sword.

13. Keep soldiers thousand days, use on one day.

14. At home thousand days good, going abroad half

morning difficult.

15. Hundred professions not equal one profession skil-

ful.

16. Elder-brother younger-brother same hand foot.

17. Come as easy, go as easy.

9. A thread cannot be directed without a needle.

10. A wise man will sometimes overlook injuries done

before his eyes.

11. This person is like a black leather lantern (i.e., is

very stupid).

12. An unskilful doctor can murder without using a

sword (i.e., without appearing to do so).

13. Armies are kept for a thousand days to be used on

one day.

14. At home things seem good always, abroad things

seem uncomfortable after an hour or two.

15. Better be master of one art than a bungler in a

hundred arts.

16. Brothers should be to one another as the hand is

to the foot (i.e.,
should help and protect each other).

17. If money comes easily, it will go easily.
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9.

10. 'hou-hon'haij-sau^jain is'in'kSvai.

1 1 .

xijau vp
e

ertaij,luij Jauliak'ts'ut.

12. Juij
v

ji"sa:tjan
v

pat_juij
v

tou.

13. joeij
N

pir)
v

ts'in_jat, _jug_tsorjat'tsiu.

14,. -tsorka
v

ts
c

in_jat'hou,
v

ts'oet_lou-pun
v

tsiu
x
iia;n,

15. -pa:k_ijai vmoujyjat_r)ai
x

tsir).

16. 'hirj-taijy'sau'tsnk.

17.
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18. Compared superior not sufficient, compared inferior

is more.

19. Great natter turn into small matter, small matter

turn into no matter.

20. This world ought work-systematically-arid-diligently
next world happiness.

X. EXTRACT FROM THE "THREE WORD CLASSICS

Man of beginning,

Nature originally good,

Nature mutually near,

Practice mutually distant,

18. Compared with those above you you have less, but

compared with those below you you have more (said in

order to encourage contentment).

19. Convert great quarrels into small ones and small

ones into nothing.

20. Work systematically and diligently in this world

and you will be happy in the next.

X. EXTRACT FROM THE "THREE WORD CLASSICS"

In the beginning
Man's nature was originally good,

Man's nature was near to perfection,

But through subsequent contamination it has become

far from perfection.
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18. 'peLscerfpatftsuk, 'pei-hajaujy.

19. _ta:i-sj-fa;wai'siiusj, 'siu-sj-fa^

20.
v

kara-sai~jiu
v

sau
x
loi~sai

v

fuk.

X. EXTRACT PROM
x

sa:m_ts|~kig.

Rhythm J^ J J

Jan'tsi'ts'o,

~sir]'pun_sin,

~sir)

x

soeg_kan,

_tsap
v

scei)jyn,
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If not teach,

Nature them change,

Teaching of principle,

Desirable with specialize.

Formerly Mang 1
mother,

Selected neighbours live,

Son not learn,

Broke vertical horizontal (2
=

loom).

Tau Yin Shan,
2

Had good methods,

Taught five sons,

Names all famous.

Without education

Man's nature changes (i.e.,
is influenced by the contamin-

ation).

In regard to principles of teaching

It is desirable that teaching should be specialized.

Once upon a time the mother of Mang 1

Chose carefully the neighbours among whom she wished

to live
;

When her son refused to study

She broke the loom (in order to show her displeasure).

Tau Yin Shan 2

Had good methods of teaching,

He taught his five sons,

And they all became famous.

1 A disciple of one of the disciples of Confucius.
2 A famous patriarch.
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'kavTpatrkaiu,

-kaiiTtsLtou,

~k \vaijrtsyn.

-tsaikjoen'ts'y,

"tsrpat-bok,

.tyn'ke^ts'y.

..tau
v

jin
N

sa:n,

jau.jrfoy,

-kcnirg'tsi,

.mig'k'ceyjceg.
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Rearing not teaching,

Father of fault,

Teaching not strict,

Teacher of laziness.

Son not learn,

Not be desirable,

Young not learn,

Old what do,

Gem not cut,

Not become article,

Man not learn,

Not know principle.

If children are brought up without being taught,

The father is at fault ;

If the teaching is not strict,

The teacher must be lazy.

That sons should not learn

Is to be deprecated,

Because if they do not learn when they are young,

What will they do when they grow old ?

If a precious stone is not cut,

It remains an article of no value ;

If a man does not learn,

He remains ignorant.
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jcerfpat-kaiu,

_fu
v

tsi~kwo,

-ka:u
v

patjim,
v

sj'tsi_to.

'tsfpat-hok,

"fei'soji,

-jau
v

pat_hok,

_juk
v

pat~toek,
v

patvsiij-hei,

Jan
v

pat_hok,

"pat'tsUei.
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XI. EXTRACT FROM " THOUSAND WORDS ESSAY J>1

Sky earth black yellow,

Vacuum substance (2
= universe) great huge,

Sun moon full partial,

Large-stars small-stars in-order spreading.

Cold come warmth go,

Autumn withdraw winter conceal.

Intercalary residue forms year,

Northern-star southern-star regulate universe.

Clouds float cause rain,

Dew crystallized form frost,

Gold produce Lai river,

Gem appear Kwan mountain.

XL EXTRACT FROM THE THOUSAND WORD ESSAY x

In the beginning the sky was black and the earth was

yellow.

The universe is immense
;

The sun and the moon are sometimes full and sometimes

partly hidden
;

There is a display of large and small stars.

The seasons come and go ;

In the autumn the leaves fall, in the winter all is

concealed
;

The intercalary month 2 is added to form the year ;

The Northern Star and the Southern Star are the

cardinal points of the universe.

The floating clouds cause rain to fall
;

Frozen dew forms frost
;

Gold is to be found in the river Lai
;

Precious stones are to be found in the Kwan Mountain*.
1 The complete poem consists of exactly 1000 words, all of which

are different.
2

I.e., the extra month which occurs every three years according
to the Chinese calendar.
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XI. EXTRACT FROM
N

ts
c

in_tsj\man.

Rhythm J* J* J* J.

Vin_teijyn xwoij,

jy_tsau>uij
v

fog,

-jat-jytjirftsak,

v
san

v

suk_liit'ts<)erj.

JceHcey^t'iujceg.

_lou-ki:t
v
wai

v

soeg,

'kam'sagJai'soey,

_j uk'ts'oet'kwan'kog.
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Sword called Kui Kut (literally : great gate),

Pearl named Yei Kwong (literally : night brilliant).

XII. EXTRACT FROM "CHILD LEARNING POEM"

Heaven son (2
= Emperor) thinks-much-of good able,

Writing literature taught you people,

Ten-thousand kinds
(

' of professions
'

understood) all

inferior rank,

Only is studying books high.

Young little ought diligently learn,

Writing literature can establish person,

Full palace red purple noblemen,

Altogether are studying books men.

The name of the famous sword is Kui Kut.

The name of the famous pearl is Yei Kwong.

XII. EXTRACT FROM THE "CHILDREN'S POEM"

The Emperor thinks much of good and able men,

And causes you all to be taught composition,

Of all the professions ten thousand are inferior,

And the only worthy profession is the study of liter-

ature.

The young ought to study diligently,

Essay-writing will procure for them honourable positions,

All the high officials in the palace

Are scholars.
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-kim_hou_kcey~k'yt,

'tsy'ts'irj-js'kwog.

XIT. EXTRACT FROM -jau_hok"si.

Rhythm J* J J* J* J

't'in'tsi-tsuijjinjiou,

^man'tsoeri'kaiuji^ts'ou,

_ma:n
v

pun
v

ka:i_ha'pan,

wai jau_tuk'sy
v

kou.

-jau
/

siu
v

sceyxk'an_hok,

^man'tsoeglio-lap'san,

^unts'iu'tsy'tsj-kwai,

_tscen_si_tuk
N

syjan.
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